Mobtown Offroad
Recovery Bar Installation
Step 1

Step 2

Remove bolts on the top of the grille.

Step 3

Use a screwdriver to unclip the push clips along
the top of the grille. Remove clips from grille.
In order to remove grille shell you must unclip
the six plastic tabs along the bottom of the grille
shell. Start at one side with the first clip, pull
forward on the grille shell while unclipping tab
from the back side one at a time.

Step 4

Remove the plastic clips along the top of the
bumper cover

Step 6

Remove the bolts on the right and left
underside of the bumper.

Step 7
Step 5

Remove bolts along the front underside of the
bumper.

Remove the bolt located in the front section of
the fender well as shown.

Step 8

Step 10

Remove plastic filler panel under headlight. The
filler panel has a plastic clip on the backside.
Once unclipped the filler will slide out. Be
careful to pull straight or the filler panel will
break.

Remove the bumper from the vehicle. Make
sure to unclip fog lamp wiring harness if
necessary.

Step 9

The bumper cover will release from the clip by
pulling away from the vehicle.

Step 11

Remove (3) nuts from each side of the front
crash bar. This will allow removal of the crash
bar from the rectangular aluminum supports.
The crash bar will be reused.

Step 12

Step 13

Install the Mobtown Recovery Bar onto the
studs from which the crash bar supports were
removed. Reuse (3) nuts per side from the crash
bar supports. Note: The studs may need to be
bent back into alignment. Use a rubber mallet
to gently tap them straight so the Recovery Bar
slips on all (6) studs smoothly.

Step 14

Remove both aluminum crash bar supports by
removing the nuts and sliding it off the studs.

Reinstall the crash bar (not including the
supports) onto the studs in the front of the
Recovery Bar. Reuse the remaining nuts from
the crash bar.

Steps 15

Trim the lower grill so allow for the shackle
anchors and the hitch receiver to pass through.

Steps 16

Check that all bolts are tight. Reinstall bumper
by following the above steps in reverse.

